
     

 

Port Chilkoot Distillery 

Located in the historical Port Chilkoot area of Haines in Southeast Alaska, Port Chilkoot Distillery is an 
artisanal micro-distillery owned and operated by husband-and-wife team Sean Copeland and Heather Shade.  
Committed to harvesting from the land, creating quality goods, and following their dreams in a place than can 
be wild and unpredictable, Port Chilkoot Distillery crafts fine spirits and whiskey that harness and celebrate 
the Alaskan way of life. 

 

Our Spirits 

Some say Alaska’s too big to bottle. But our small-batch, artisanal spirits, crafted in Southeast Alaska’s first 
distillery, capture the flavor and feel of the Last Frontier.  Our spirits taste like nothing else, because they 
come from a place like nowhere else. 

 

50 FATHOMS GIN 

London dry. Alaska delicious. 

50 Fathoms is a classically crafted gin with a sprucy, Southeast Alaskan twist. Taste why discerning sippers 
give it the gold. 

So good, the judges made it a double. 

How do you earn a double gold medal at the San Francisco World Spirits Competition? Combine the best of 
Old World gin-craft with flavors that are pure Southeast Alaska. At our small distillery in Haines, we distill 50 
Fathoms in the painstaking London Dry style and make it our own with hand-harvested local spruce tips, 
whole juniper berries, cinnamon, coriander, and, for a distinctive finish, fresh tangerines. The result is a bold-
yet-balanced gin that is both delightfully complex and deliciously accessible. Said one Travel + Leisure editor, 
“I know what gin is supposed to taste like now.”   

 

BOATWRIGHT BURBON 

The rain in Haines…means standout bourbon. 



Taste how obsessive finessing—and a few barometer swings—make Boatwright Bourbon as exceptional as 
the place it comes from. 

When the clouds roll in, so does the flavor. 

When you craft Alaska’s only bourbon made from scratch, you mind the details. That’s why we start simple, 
with pure local water, organic, non-GMO grains we mill ourselves, and yeast. Then we double-distill in a 
copper kettle, fussing until it’s right. As our bourbon ages, something very Southeast Alaskan happens: our 
barrels contract and expand along with our region’s frequent barometric swings, absorbing and releasing the 
bourbon in the process. Result? Nuance, depth, and flavor so distinctive, they’re like a postcard from Haines. 

• Aged two years in charred Kentucky White Oak 
• Double-distilled in a specially designed copper kettle 
• Alaska’s only bourbon made from scratch 

 

WRACK LINE RYE  

Go with the grain. 

Wrack Line Rye is a little bit dry and a little bit spicy, 70 percent rye and 100 percent Alaskan. 

This is why people love rye. 

Rye has been rediscovered. So, for your discovery, we submit Wrack Line Rye. With a mash bill of 70 percent 
rye we mill ourselves, Wrack Line Rye has enough rye character and spice to announce its presence, yet is 
balanced enough to play well with others in a cocktail. Made entirely from scratch at our distillery in Haines, 
it’s double-distilled and aged in charred oak barrels. It’s a bit drier than our Boatwright Bourbon, making it 
the perfect go-to for a Sazerac or an Old Fashioned; whiskey-lovers will find plenty to savor when they drink 
it all by itself.  

• 70 percent hand-milled rye 
• Aged in charred Kentucky White Oak 
• Alaska’s only rye make from scratch 

 

 

  

 


